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Dr Fauci briefed world leaders that
coronavirus could have escaped from
Wuhan lab LAST spring, Former FDA
commissioner Scott Gottlieb reveals,
despite his public insistence it came
from a bat

Former FDA Commissioner Scott Gottlieb said he was told Dr. Fauci had briefed
world leaders on the possibility that the novel coronavirus leaked from a lab
Gottlieb said a senior Trump official pointed to suspicions the strain 'looked
unusual,' prompting Fauci to address the possibility that it had leaked from a lab
Gottlieb defended Fauci by highlighting the point the virus originated one of two
ways: Either occurring in nature such as from a bat, or man made in a laboratory 
Gottlieb said there was nothing that alarmed him and 'no evidence of a coverup'
found in the trove of Fauci's emails that were released last week  

By JAMES GORDON FOR DAILYMAIL.COM 
PUBLISHED: 02:18 BST, 7 June 2021 | UPDATED: 06:56 BST, 8 June 2021

The former head of the Food and Drug Administration, Scott Gottlieb, has said Dr.
Anthony Fauci told world leaders in the spring of 2020 that the coronavirus may
have escaped from a lab in Wuhan, China.  

U.S. researchers around that time still were considering whether the virus came from
a lab break, and Fauci told the health leaders gathered that the newly identified
strain of the coronavirus 'looked unusual,' according to Gottlieb.

The disclosure from the former FDA chief comes as an increasing number of
mainstream scientists and media figures no longer are parroting the line from the
Chinese Communist Party that the virus came from a bat. 

Even President Joe Biden has ordered government agencies to investigate the
possibility that it might have come from a lab.

Now, Gottlieb says Fauci last year at least considered that COVID-19 could have
come from a lab - before closing ranks around the idea that it occurred naturally. 

Gottlieb, who served under President Donald Trump, said a former senior member of
the Trump administration told him at the time of Fauci's 2020 talk. Gottlieb said he'd
recently reconfirmed with that person that Fauci had given the talk. 

'I think early on, when they looked at the strain, they had suspicions,' Gottlieb
recalled Sunday on CBS Face the Nation, speaking of U.S. scientists. 'And it takes
time to do that analysis, and that dispelled some of those suspicions,' he added.

Meanwhile, Gottlieb said it was a mistake to only look at the virus from a scientific
perspective: It also needs to be examined from a national security lens, he said.
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It comes on the heels of news that a virologist who emailed Fauci to raise the
possibility that the virus may be man-made has deactivated his Twitter account.

Former FDA Commissioner Scott Gottlieb said he was told Dr. Fauci had briefed world leaders
on the possibility that the novel coronavirus leaked from a lab

Face The Nation
@FaceTheNation

Former FDA commissioner Scott Gottlieb says he was 
informed by a senior Trump administration official in 
spring that Dr. Fauci briefed world health leaders in 
Europe “that this could have been a potential lab leak...so 
those discussions were going on.”
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U.S. First Lady Jill Biden and Dr. Anthony Fauci visited a vaccination clinic at Abyssinian Baptist
Church in Harlem

Dr Kristian Andersen, a virologist at California's Scripps Research Institute in La Jolla,
California, who emailed Fauci in January 2020 to raise the possibility of  the virus being man-
made has deleted his Twitter account

'A scientific mindset looks at the virus and the virus' behavior and draws a
conclusion,' he said. 

'A national security assessment looks at that and then looks at the behavior of the
Chinese government, the behavior of the lab, other evidence around the lab -
including the infections we now know took place - and that changes the overall
assessment,' he said.

Although some experts still believe the virus was transmitted from a bat to some
other species of animal, then to humans, its origins remain unproven.
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The Wuhan lab was famed for conducting tests on bat coronaviruses, with experts
who support the leak theory saying the same city being ground zero for the outbreak
is too great a coincidence to ignore. 

Fauci is now facing accusations that he mishandled and downplayed the theory the
virus leaked from the lab in Wuhan. 

Among those who wrote to Fauci to raise the question is Dr Kristian Andersen, a
virologist at California's Scripps Research Institute in La Jolla, California in emails
obtained by The Washington Post and BuzzFeed last week under the Freedom of
Information Act.  

While China has tried to insist the virus originated elsewhere, academics, politicians and the
media have begun to contemplate the possibility it escaped from the WIV - raising suspicions
that Chinese officials simply hid evidence of the early spread

The idea the coronavirus escaped from a Wuhan lab was at best a 'fringe theory' until recently,
when the Biden administration ordered a review 
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Chinese scientist 'filed
a patent for a vaccine
BEFORE virus was
declared a pandemic'

A Chinese military scientist with ties to
the United States reportedly filed a
patent for a COVID-19 vaccine well
before the disease was declared a
global pandemic. 

Yusen Zhou, who worked for the
People's Liberation Army (PLA), lodged
the paperwork on behalf of the
Chinese political party on February 24
2020, according to The Australian
newspaper. 

That date was just five weeks after
China first confirmed human
transmission of the coronavirus. 

Zhou is also said to have 'worked
closely' with scientists at the Wuhan
Institute of Virology (WIV), including
Shi Zhengli - the deputy director of the
lab who is famous for her research on
coronavirus in bats.  

Zhou mysteriously died less than three
months after he filed the patent. The
New York Post claims his death was
only reported in one Chinese media
report, despite the fact he was one of
the country's most prominent
scientists. 

Zhou had previously worked on
research linked to the US institutions,
including the University of Minnesota
and the New York Blood Center, the
newspaper reported.   

The Wuhan lab was famed for conducting tests on bat coronaviruses, with experts who
support the leak theory saying the same city being ground zero for the outbreak is too great a
coincidence to ignore. (file photo from inside the Wuhan Institute of Virology)

On January 31, 2020, Andersen
references a Science magazine article
about how researchers around the world
were racing to share 'full sequences of
the virus from patients' to understand
how it related to viruses found in
animals.  

'The unusual features of the virus make
up a really small part of the genome
(<0.1%) so one has to look really closely at
all the sequences to see that some of the
features (potentially) look engineered,' he
wrote.

At the time, the lab leak hypothesis was
largely dismissed by many experts. It has
recently gained traction. 

Andersen said he and his team found
that 'the genome [is] inconsistent with
expectations from evolutionary theory. 

'But we have to look at this much more
closely and there are still further analyses
to be done, so those options could still
change,' he added. 

By the next month, it turned out, they
had. 

He and his colleagues published an
article in Nature Medicine in which they
concluded that it was 'improbable that
SARS-CoV-2 emerged through laboratory
manipulation of a related SARS-CoV-like
coronavirus.'

In May, Andersen was referenced in a
New York Times article about scientists
calling into more investigations into the
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origins of the virus. 

On Sunday, Anderson's Twitter account was deactivated. He has not released a
statement as to why. 

In another email, Fauci was thanked by the head of a nonprofit that helped fund
research at China´s Wuhan Institute of Virology, 'for publicly standing up and stating
that the scientific evidence supports a natural origin,' which he said 'will help dispel
the myths being spun around the virus´ origins.'

Andersen, the scientist who wrote the 'engineered' email, has tried to offer further
explanation.

'As I have said many times, we seriously considered a lab leak a possibility.

'However, significant new data, extensive analyses, and many discussions led to the
conclusions in our paper. What the email shows, is a clear example of the scientific
process,' he tweeted amid the backlash.

 

 White House backs Dr Fauci: Jill Biden attends Harlem
vaccination with under-fire-Fauci as protesters gather
outside calling for him to be fired

First Lady Jill Biden and Dr. Anthony Fauci toured a COVID-19 vaccination site at a
historic Harlem church on Sunday as the White House was standing by the top
medical adviser after he's come under fire for his handling of the virus. 

Biden, Fauci and U.S. Sen Kirsten Gillibrand, a New York Democrat, watched as
people got their shots in the basement of the Abyssinian Baptist Church in the New
York City neighborhood. 

But outside the place of worship there were dozens of protesters chanting against
Fauci, who advocated for lockdowns and mask-wearing when some now are saying
those measures went too far. 

Meanwhile, he's taken heat for flip-flopping on whether COVID-19 is man-made -
perhaps leaked from a Wuhan lab - or whether it is naturally occurring, coming from
a bat as China contends.  

Former President Donald Trump, who brought Fauci on as a top adviser, has now
recently blasted him. On Saturday night, he called him 'great promoter, not a great
doctor.' 

President Joe Biden, meanwhile, who kept Fauci on board, has said he will not fire
the doctor and has praised his work.  
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First lady Jill Biden, center left, standing with Dr. Anthony Fauci, director of the National
Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, makes a statement while visiting a vaccine clinic
at the Abyssinian Baptist Church in Harlem on Sunday

An activist holds a surgical mask during a protest of a visit by first lady Jill Biden and Dr.
Anthony Fauci
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Demonstrators protest outside Abyssinian Baptist Church in Harlem, where the infection rate
has been higher than the rest of the city but the vaccine rate is roughly only seven percent

'Fire Fauci!' many shouted while a man with a bullhorn said 'We will not comply, Dr. Fauci!'
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Several dozen people protested outside the church where Dr. Jill Biden and Dr. Fauci were
attending a vaccination clinic

Outside the church, however, dozens of protesters railed against Fauci, slamming his handling
of the pandemic

Officers from the NYPD prevented protesters from getting too close 

Protesters who had gathered outside had messages that looked to be centered on
lockdowns - and their opposition to them. Some even compared the lockdown
orders and mask-wearing that Fauci had pushed to fascism.

'Fire Fauci!' many shouted while a man with a bullhorn said 'We will not comply, Dr.
Fauci!' 

One demonstrator told a pair of NYPD officers to take Fauci into custody. 

'Arrest Fauci. He was right there,' he said to the New York Post. 'You should have
arrested Fauci.'  

Inside, Fauci spoke to a small number of the press who had gathered.

'We're going to end this outbreak with absolute certainty and the vehicle to ending it
is vaccination,' the doctor said. 'And that's why I'm so impressed by being here and
so honored to be here.' 
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Anti-vaxers were among those who gathered outside the church

One person appeared to be suspicious about masks, vaccines and even fluoride 

There was little sympathy for the nation's top infectious disease expert
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her decision to go more
natural  
 

Welsh actor Luke Evans
reveals his terrifying
run-in with a spider
while filming in
Australia
Huntsman spiders are
large and often look scary
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'We will not comply, Dr. Fauci!' one man shouted through a bullhorn

Around 15 people were vaccinated during the visit which lasted for just over half an
hour.

Biden asked a teenager about to get his shot how old he was, and when he said he
was 14, she responded, 'You're 14, that's exactly what we want! Twelve and over.'

'Thank you for setting an example,' Biden told Annette Gausney, who got the shot
after being encouraged by her grandson, Shareif Jones.   

'I'm not really afraid of needles anyway but, you know, it's pleasant when people are
pleasant and Biden certainly was,' Gausney said.

The 92-year-old had been hesitant to get the vaccine because 'news makes it hard to
know what to 'really believe and what not to believe,' Jones explained.

'I understand where she's coming from, though, since, like, what she's been through
growing up…It's hard to convince somebody, who is an elderly black woman in
America, going through what they go through.'

First lady Jill Biden, center left, and Dr. Anthony Fauci were present for just over half an hour

Alex Reid says he
witnessed a stabbing,
was taunted about Katie
Price and his cell was
covered in cockroaches
as he breaks silence on
prison stint
 

Every woman I know
has been harassed in
some way: Keira
Knightley says flashing,
groping and violence
are a common threat to
women who are out on
their own
 

Kid Rock uses
homophobic slur
towards patrons at
Smithville, Tennessee
bar
The Cowboy singer was
performing at FishLipz
Bar & Grill

Demi Rose puts on an
eye-popping display in a
plunging yellow dress
complete with dramatic
side-split
Busty display 

Harry wanted to name
daughter after the
Queen even before he
met Meghan - and had
discussed the idea with
his grandmother, insider
says 
 

'It's a completely
different body shape!'
Tamzin Outhwaite
reveals her brother
realised she was on The
Masked Dancer - but
was convinced she was
Kelly Brook's Frog
 

'What's the point of
these lovely things
sitting in the wardrobe':
Keira Knightley says
she wore Chanel EVERY
DAY during lockdown 
 

Kylie Minogue, 53,
puts on leggy display
wearing thigh-skimming
white dress as she fans
herself to keep cool
while kicking back in
dressing room
 

'He will never stop
loving and missing her':
Jade Goody's widower
Jack Tweed shares
heartfelt tribute to mark
what would have been
the late star's 40th
birthday
 

Tori Spelling steps out
without her wedding
ring amid rumors of a
split from Dean
McDermott for a long
day at the salon with her
son Beau, four
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Chinese scientist 'filed
a patent for a vaccine
BEFORE virus was
declared a pandemic'

A Chinese military scientist with ties to
the United States reportedly filed a
patent for a COVID-19 vaccine well
before the disease was declared a
global pandemic. 

Yusen Zhou, who worked for the
People's Liberation Army (PLA), lodged
the paperwork on behalf of the
Chinese political party on February 24
2020, according to The Australian
newspaper. 

Around 15 people managed to receive their vaccine in the time Biden and Fauci were present

 'We're going to end this outbreak with absolute certainty and the vehicle to ending it is
vaccination and that's why I'm so impressed by being here and so honored to be here,' Faucie
said

The Abyssinian Baptist Church has often
hosted elected officials and other
dignitaries, including in February when
former President Bill Clinton and former
Sen. Hillary Clinton attended a memorial
service for actor Cicely Tyson.

The church first started offering vaccine
doses in January in an effort to boost the
vaccination rates in New York City's black
and Hispanic communities and so far
more than 12,000 people have been
vaccinated.

'I think it's important for Dr. Biden, First
Lady and Dr. Fauci, come to emphasize
the importance, especially in the Black
and brown community of the church in
being the first line of defense against
COVID-19,' Rev. Calvin Butts of the

 

Will Mellor claims
fraudsters laundered
£10,000 through bank
accounts they set up in
his name after stealing
his post
Shock 

Maya Jama cuts a
glamorous figure as she
leads the all-star line-up
alongside Olly Murs and
Wayne Rooney for the
launch of Soccer Aid
2021
 

'Pain is much worse
this time': Demi Jones
shares emotional post
from her hospital bed
after undergoing
second thyroid surgery
amid cancer battle
 

'He would have
acknowledged him':
Frank Sinatra's friend
weighs in on whether
Ronan Farrow was his
biological father
 

'They were on different
paths': Ferne McCann
SPLITS from Jack
Padgett six months after
making their romance
official and saying he's
The One
 

Riverdale's Lili
Reinhart, 24, inks
exclusive first look TV
and film deal with
Amazon Studios
 

Simon Cowell 'set to
earn up to £10million a
year as mogul prepares
to launch new
America's Got Talent
residency in Las Vegas'
 

Lorde shares VERY
cheeky new cover art as
she gears up to release
first single in four years
The last single she
dropped was Homemade
Dynamite

Jennifer Lopez
'looking to move back
to LA to be near Ben
Affleck'... as it's
revealed ex Alex
Rodriguez is looking to
buy a new apartment in
Manhattan
 

Personal trainer
behind Rita Ora's body
shares the secrets
behind her sculpted
physique - including
'compound' moves
 

Jack Black goes viral
after posing for pics
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That date was just five weeks after
China first confirmed human
transmission of the coronavirus. 

Zhou is also said to have 'worked
closely' with scientists at the Wuhan
Institute of Virology (WIV), including
Shi Zhengli - the deputy director of the
lab who is famous for her research on
coronavirus in bats.  

Zhou mysteriously died less than three
months after he filed the patent. The
New York Post claims his death was
only reported in one Chinese media
report, despite the fact he was one of
the country's most prominent
scientists. 

Zhou had previously worked on
research linked to the US institutions,
including the University of Minnesota
and the New York Blood Center, the
newspaper reported.  

church said.

'We have been extremely successful in
the pandemic, HIV tubes held the live
demonstration house we made an effort
that not only changed attitudes, but
saved thousands of lives. We have doing
that again, to choose healthy life.' 

The call to 'Fire Fauci' has been gathering
pace, particularly in Republican circles in
recent weeks.

House Republican Leader Rep. Kevin
McCarthy called for Fauci to resign or be
fired from his role as director of the
National Institute of Allergy and
Infectious Diseases. 

Fauci has been a political lightning rod
since the early days of the pandemic,
lionized by the left and condemned by
the right for flip-flopping on issues
including face masks and the theory
COVID-19 leaked from a Wuhan virus lab. 

But with the release of a trove of Fauci's emails this past week, Republicans have
upped the pressure on Fauci, with McCarthy the highest profile figure so-far to turn
on him.  

'The American people don't have trust in Dr. Fauci,' McCarthy told the Breitbart News
Saturday radio show. 'Let's find a person we can trust. Take politics aside, I mean
we're talking about American lives here.' 

When asked by the interviewer if that meant 'You think he needs to go?' McCarthy
said 'yes'.

'Yea, because you do not have the trust in him,' he replied.

On conservative news channels, President Joe Biden's pandemic adviser has been
pilloried as a liar who misled the American people about the origins of COVID-19 to
protect the Chinese government.  

Fauci has branded the claims against him 'nonsense.' 

But Republican calls for his resignation have grown louder, as have demands for new
investigations into the origins of the virus. 

How Fauci flip-flopped on the
origins of COVID 
April 2020: Fauci repeatedly made public statements suggesting that that
COVID was the result of an 'unusual human-animal interface' in a Chinese 'wet
market' and that 'the mutations that it took to get to the point where it is now
is totally consistent with a jump of a species from an animal to a human.'

May 2020: Still adamant that he didn't believe the coronavirus was man-
made. 'If you look at the evolution of the virus in bats and what's out there
now, [the scientific evidence] is very, very strongly leaning toward this could
not have been artificially or deliberately manipulated,' he told National
Geographic in an exclusive interview published May 4, 2020. 'Everything

with a group of high
school graduates in Los
Angeles
Fun times 

Ashlee Simpson rocks
a Rolling Stones
inspired tie-dye
sweatshirt with leggings
to the gym in Studio
City
 

Queen has offered
olive branch to Prince
Harry following the birth
of his daughter Lilibet
with an invitation to
lunch when he returns
to UK to unveil Princess
Diana statue
 

Helen Flanagan cosies
up to fiancé Scott
Sinclair as they enjoy a
trip to the Natural
History Museum - after
sharing sweet snap with
newborn son Charlie
 

Death in Paradise star
Ralf Little transforms
into DI Neville Parker as
he joins new cast
member Shantol
Jackson to film hit
show's 11th series in
Guadeloupe
 

Grey's Anatomy star
Kate Walsh's 15-month
stay in Western
Australia comes to a
close - but the
Hollywood actress
promises to return soon
 

Jill Duggar defends
giving the last of her
breast milk to her dog:
'So just chill mkay?!'
She had been storing it in
her freezer for the past
few years

The Bachelorette's
men revealed!
Introducing the lucky
guys Katie Thurston will
be handing out roses
to... including a pro
football player and
firefighter trainee
 

Carrie Bickmore
reveals why Meghan
Markle and Prince Harry
may expose their
daughter to schoolyard
taunts with her unique
name Lilibet
 

Brian McFadden and
fiancée Danielle
Parkinson reveal they
were playing GOLF
when her waters broke
as they announce their
daughter's name
 

Teyana Taylor flashes
her rock hard abs as
she becomes the first
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about the stepwise evolution over time strongly indicates that [this virus]
evolved in nature and then jumped species.'

Late May 2021 to early June 2021: During an event called 'United Facts of
America: A Festival of Fact-Checking,' Fauci was asked if was 'still confident'
that the virus evolved naturally. 

'No, actually … I am not convinced about that. I think we should continue to
investigate what went on in China until we continue to find out to the best of
our ability what happened,' Fauci said. 'Certainly, the people who investigated
it say it likely was the emergence from an animal reservoir that then infected
individuals, but it could have been something else, and we need to find that
out.'

He added: 'So, you know, that's the reason why I said I'm perfectly in favor of
any investigation that looks into the origin of the virus.' 

'It´s just science,' he later added. 'Boring, I know, but it´s quite a helpful thing to have
in times of uncertainty.'

Speaking about the emails on Sunday, Gottlieb said there was nothing that
concerned him about their contents.  

'I didn't think there was anything remarkable in those emails. I don't think there was
anything that Tony said that expressed any ill intent, and nothing that was new,'
Gottlieb replied, explaining that there had always been two theories on the origins of
the virus but there had been little real evidence to support either one.

'We have other information now that fits into this picture. The science is one piece of
information, but there is a lot of other information that points in the direction that
this could have come out of a lab, that we need to have a broader view about the
potential risk that this was a lab leak,' Gottlieb continued.

Daily Mail has been asking if the
virus stemmed from a Wuhan lab
since April 2020
The Daily Mail has consistently questioned the early consensus that COVID-19
was transmitted to humans from animals.

Our reporters have dug into the details and challenged the assumptions about
how the pandemic originated. 

Black woman to top
Maxim's Hot 100 list
 

Robert De Niro, 77, is
seen for the first time
with a LARGE leg brace
as a woman helps him...
ONE MONTH after
suffering an injury while
on a Martin Scorsese
movie
 

Bruce Springsteen to
reprise his hit one-man
show... marking the first
show on Broadway
since March 2020
Rock on 

Chantel Jeffries
showcases her flat
midriff and pert derriere
in tiny emerald string
bikini while enjoying a
swim in Miami
 

Ulrika Jonsson, 53,
flaunts her taut
physique as she sports
a pink patterned bikini
for sunbathing session
in sprawling garden
 

Dua Lipa gets a goth
makeover as she dons
black mini dress and
dramatic makeup for
stunning photoshoot
Transformed 

Elton John is
sartorially elegant in
turquoise suit with
'Rocketman'
embroidered on breast
pocket... after praising
JoJo Siwa, 18, for
coming out
 

Sinéad O'Connor, 54,
announces she's
retiring from 'touring
and the record
business' saying it's
time to 'make other
dreams come true'
 

Love & Hip-Hop star
Safaree Samuels asks
for joint legal custody of
his children with
estranged wife Erica
Mena in new divorce
development
 

Meghan Markle gives a
secret nod to Doria
Ragland in daughter
Lili's name after
duchess revealed her
mother has always
called her 'Flower'
 

EXCLUSIVE  James
Argent's TOWIE ban
lifted paving the way for
his return two years
after failing drugs test
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APRIL 4, 2020: 

Did coronavirus leak from a research lab in Wuhan? Startling new theory is
'no longer being discounted' amid claims staff 'got infected after being
sprayed with blood'

Ministers fear that the coronavirus pandemic might have been caused by a
leak from a Chinese laboratory, The Mail on Sunday can reveal.

Senior Government sources say that while 'the balance of scientific advice' is
still that the deadly virus was first transmitted to humans from a live animal
market in Wuhan, a leak from a laboratory in the Chinese city is 'no longer
being discounted'.

One member of Cobra, the emergency committee led by Boris Johnson, said
last night that while the latest intelligence did not dispute the virus was
'zoonotic' – originating in animals – it did not rule out that the virus first spread
to humans after leaking from a Wuhan laboratory. 

APRIL 15, 2020:

Mike Pompeo demands truth from Beijing as US investigates if COVID-19
escaped from Wuhan lab during experiments and China covered it up by
blaming 'wet' food markets

Secretary of State Mike Pompeo has demanded that China 'come clean'
following reports that coronavirus originated in a Chinese laboratory, not as a
bioweapon, but as part of bungling experiments to prove that Chinese
scientists were superior to Americans in identifying emerging virus threats.

It comes after President Donald Trump said on Wednesday the U.S. is trying to
determine whether the coronavirus first crossed to humans accidentally
during experiments with bats at the Wuhan Institute of Virology Lab.

After word of the outbreak finally became public, Chinese leaders were quick
to blame Wuhan's 'wet market' where wild animals -- though not bats -- are
sold for consumption, leading one source to tell Fox News the debacle is the
'costliest government coverup of all time.'

as he lands cameo in
Georgia Kousoulou and
Tommy Mallett's new
spinoff show 
 

Justin Hartley spends
some time with new wife
Sofia Pernas on the set
of his Christmas movie
The Noel Diary in
Connecticut
 

'Curly Sue coming
through': Vicky Pattison
showcases hair
transformation as she
dons a wavy brunette
wig for fun snap
 

Anne Hathaway and
Jared Leto continue
filming Apple TV+ series
WeCrashed in NYC
The Oscar-winning duo
executive produce and
star as a married couple

Real Housewives of
Dallas's Tiffany Moon's
father-in-law is accused
of sexual battery in
lawsuit from former
employee at golf club
.

Bachelor alum
Courtney Robertson is
expecting a daughter
with husband Humberto
Preciado... less than a
year after welcoming
son Joaquin
 

Amanda Holden, 50,
and Davina McCall, 53,
look sensational in racy
plunging outfits as
presenting pair hint at
an 'exciting project on
the way'
 

The Queen's Gambit
star Anya Taylor-Joy
and Harry Potter's
Ralph Fiennes 'to star
side-by-side in new dark
comedy The Menu'
 

Chloe Goodman wows
in a plunging pink
swimsuit as she soaks
up the sun during
Gibraltar trip - after
slamming her
sister Lauryn's 'vile' ex
Kyle Walker
 

Gal Gadot pairs sleek
hair with comfy duds as
pregnant star leaves
chic Beverly Hills salon
in grey sweats
Casual cool

Newly-single Chloe
Ferry displays her toned
frame in crop-top and
shorts as she hints at
Owen Warner split in
poignant post
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MAY 2, 2020: 

Wuhan virus lab 'cover-up': Startling photos of scientists wearing little
protection as they handle deadly bat samples vanish from website of
Chinese institute at the centre of global suspicion over pandemic 

Pictures which appear to show slack safety standards at the Chinese
laboratory at the centre of international sus picion over Covid-19 have been
systematically deleted from its website – as Donald Trump continues to ramp
up the pressure on Beijing over its potential role in the outbreak. 

During the past month, Wuhan's Institute of Virology has removed
photographs of scientists working in its laboratories and edited out references
to visits by US diplomats who subsequently raised the alarm about the
laboratory's work on bats. 

US President Donald Trump announced on Thursday that he had seen
intelligence that gave him a 'high degree of confidence' that the global crisis
had its origins in the institute – a month after The Mail on Sunday first revealed
that British Cabinet Ministers had received classified briefings raising the
possibility of a leak from the institute. 

Downing Street did not take issue with President Trump's remarks. 'There are
clearly questions that need to be answered about the origin and spread of the
virus,' a spokesman for Boris Johnson said. 

MAY 30, 2020:

Beijing now admits that coronavirus DIDN'T start in Wuhan's market... so
where DID it come from 

China has become used to public confessions on television. But this time the
words came from one of the nation's top officials and had seismic global
implications.

'At first, we assumed the seafood market might have the virus, but now the
market is more like a victim,' said Gao Fu, director of the Centre for Disease
Control and Prevention.

Martin Bashir breaks
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journalist is seen for
first time since
devastating inquiry into
his interview with
Princess Diana
 

Megan Thee Stallion
sends temperatures
soaring as she flashes
underboob in seriously
sexy bikini
Sizzling  

Liam Payne, 27,
SPLITS from fiancée
Maya Henry, 21, to 'work
on himself' and admits
he 'feels better' since
breaking off his
engagement
 

'Dad sent us an angel':
Elliott Wright reveals
he's expecting second
baby with wife Sadie
after his father Edward's
death and restaurant
fire
 

'You're not alone':
Willow Smith hopes her
new punk-influenced
album will inspire young
black women to rock
out
 

TOWIE's Amber Turner
showcases her ample
cleavage and taut
midriff in a skimpy
bikini as she soaks up
the sun in Essex
 

'Might as well embrace
it!': Holly Hagan reveals
her cellulite as she
poses in a bikini and
vows 'not to hide
anymore' in
empowering post
 

Love Island's
Shaughna Phillips
showcases her
hourglass curves in a
white crop top and
mustard skirt in
stunning snaps 
 

Gwyneth Paltrow takes
a stroll in Montecito
with husband Brad
Falchuk... after
checking on the
construction of their
eco-friendly mega
mansion
 

Kate Middleton says
pandemic 'exacerbated'
struggles families face
in deprived areas as she
praises food bank
volunteer
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Gao's initial analysis had made sense after previous outbreaks of zoonotic
viruses (diseases that jump from animals to humans). Yet suspicion grew over
the Chinese government's failure to share data from animals sampled in the
market following its early cover-ups.

JANUARY 2, 2021: 

China lab leak is the 'most credible' source of the coronavirus outbreak, says
top US government official, amid bombshell claims Wuhan scientist has
turned whistleblower 

One of America's most senior government officials says the most 'credible'
theory about the origin of coronavirus is that it escaped from a laboratory in
China.

Matthew Pottinger, who is President Donald Trump's respected Deputy
National Security Adviser, told politicians from around the world that even
China's leaders now openly admit their previous claims that the virus
originated in a Wuhan market are false.

Mr Pottinger said that the latest intelligence points to the virus leaking from
the top-secret Wuhan Institute of Virology, 11 miles from the market, saying:
'There is a growing body of evidence that the lab is likely the most credible
source of the virus.'

JANUARY 9, 2021:

New cover-up fears as Chinese officials delete critical data about the Wuhan
lab with details of 300 studies vanishing - including all those carried out by
virologist dubbed Batwoman

The Chinese government is facing fresh accusations of a cover-up after
officials deleted crucial online data about the laboratory suspected of being
the source of Covid-19.

The Mail on Sunday can reveal that hundreds of pages of information relating
to studies carried out by the top-secret Wuhan Institute of Virology have been
wiped.

Details of more than 300 studies, including many investigating diseases that
pass from animals to humans, published online by the state-run National
Natural Science Foundation of China (NSFC) are no longer available.

APRIL 24, 2021:

Worrying new clues about the origins of Covid: How scientists at Wuhan lab
helped Chinese army in secret project to find animal viruses 

Scientists studying bat diseases at China's maximum-security laboratory in
Wuhan were engaged in a massive project to investigate animal viruses
alongside leading military officials – despite their denials of any such links.

Documents obtained by The Mail on Sunday reveal that a nationwide scheme,
directed by a leading state body, was launched nine years ago to discover new
viruses and detect the 'dark matter' of biology involved in spreading diseases.

Read more:
Transcript: Scott Gottlieb on "Face the Nation," June 6, 2021 - CBS News
More Scientists Urge Broad Inquiry Into Coronavirus Origins - The New York Times
Fauci Emails Give Insight To Early Days Of COVID Response
- The Washington Post

Casey Batchelor gives
birth! Model welcomes
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three years with fiancé
Dane Goodson
 

BAFTA TV Awards
2021: Normal People's
Paul Mescal emotionally
dedicates Leading Actor
win to co-star Daisy
Edgar-Jones - who
wipes away tears
 

Mare Of Easttown
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Kate Winslet said she
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Back on! Trevor Noah
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'Every time I looked in
the mirror it's all I could
see:' Strictly's Anton du
Beke says £10,000 hair
transplant 'transformed
his life' - but admits the
'procedure was painful'
 

Ed Sheeran turns
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jumper as he joins
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-9660823/Sheridan-Smith-transforms-school-mistress-set-Railway-Children-remake-Yorkshire.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-9660141/Love-Islands-Demi-Jones-shared-thyroid-cancer-diagnosis-fans-telling-family.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-9660293/Floyd-Mayweather-attends-wild-party-Miami-failing-beat-Logal-Paul.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-9659927/Queen-Mother-wanted-Charles-Camilla-mistress-stay-married-Diana.html
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'She'll pick holes in
anything I do:' Peter
Crouch says wife Abbey
Clancy is 'critical'... after
she revealed they 'hated
each other' just before
she fell pregnant 
 

Kim Kardashian
shares family portrait
without estranged
husband Kanye West...
days after admitting on
KUWTK their marriage
is over
 

Simon Cowell, 61,
shows off his slim
figure in a blue shirt and
white shorts while
enjoying a walk with
friends... after being
seen with medical
breathing apparatus
 

Sir David
Attenborough leaves
boy, five, ecstatic by
replying to his letter
after the lad wrote to
him about his visit to
the TV legend's
childhood home
 

Demi Rose shows off
her jaw-dropping
cleavage as she poses
in a range of plunging
summer dresses
 

Shannen Doherty, 50,
hits out at Hollywood's
obsession with Botox
and fillers as she shares
makeup-free selfie: 'I
want to see women like
me'
 

Hugh Grant's
countryside cottage he
rented with ex Elizabeth
Hurley is put back on
the market for £2.85
million
 

Megan Fox can't hide
her delight as boyfriend
Machine Gun Kelly
gives her a piggyback
to their VIP suite at the
Floyd Mayweather and
Logan Paul boxing
match in Miami
 

Alessandra Ambrosio,
40, wows as she
displays her washboard
abs in a green bandeau
bikini top and skirt
combo for new sultry
Numéro Russia cover
 

'A little high, almost
there': Scott Disick, 38,
shares VERY
suggestive snap of
thong-clad girlfriend
Amelia Hamlin, 19
 

Emily Ratajkowski
flaunts her incredible
figure in a yellow
beaded bikini as she
heads to the beach to
celebrate her 30th
birthday
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Viewers are left
morbidly enthralled by
BBC prison drama Time
as they brand it 'a
riveting yet equally
uncomfortable hour of
TV'
 

Loose Women's
Charlene White is left at
her wits' end as co-
hosts Linda Robson and
Carol McGiffin swear
live on air
 

Lori Loughlin
continues Project Angel
Food volunteering
duties ahead of judge-
approved Mexican
holiday
 

Strictly Come Dancing
professional Nadya
Bychkova wows in a
black lace bra top and
denim shorts as she
heads to dinner
Sensational  

Chloe Sims looks chic
as she enjoys lunch
with cousin Frankie and
their grandmother Linda
- after Joey Essex's
emotional BBC
documentary
 

Blossoming nicely!
Pregnant Princess
Beatrice dons a loose
floral frock and puts on
a loved-up display with
husband Edoardo
Mapelli Mozzi
 

Diversity's Ashley
Banjo reveals the
impact of winning a
BAFTA for BLM routine
and says he celebrated
with a burger before
sleeping with the award
 

Paul McCartney, 78,
looks dapper as he links
arms with wife Nancy
Shevell, 61, ahead of
romantic date in The
Hamptons
 

BAFTA TV Awards:
Bradley Walsh's
reaction to losing out on
gong divides viewers as
he pulls down facemask
and jokingly 'heckles'
winner Romesh
Ranganathan
 

First look at Megan
Markle's children's book
The Bench reveals a
boy in a tutu, Prince
Harry feeding chickens
and even an appearance
from Baby Lilibet
 

Jacqueline Jossa
details her 'crazy' dash
home from Portugal
with her daughters
before the amber list
change
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-9660223/Nadya-Bytchkova-wows-black-lace-crop-denim-shorts-Gola-restaurant-dancer-pals.html
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-9659811/BAFTA-TV-Awards-Bradley-Walshs-reaction-losing-divides-viewers-heckles-winner.html
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BAFTA TV Awards
2021: Richard Ayoade
calls Paul Mescal 'a
b*****d' PRE-watershed
and takes a VERY
cheeky swipe at Big
Narstie 
 

Kate Garraway takes
kids Darcey, 15, and
Billy, 11, to Cornwall for
'emotional' half-term
holiday while Derek
stays at home with his
parents to care for him
 

Kelly Brook says it
was 'so lonely' being
Frog on The Masked
Dancer because
contestants couldn't
chat backstage to keep
their identities secret
 

'I'd knife the pair of
them!' Noel Gallagher
admits he would stab
his brothers Liam and
Paul if he ever had to
write a song in the
studio with them
 

Bafta viewers blast
ceremony for being so
woke 'it should be
renamed the Waftas' as
Ashley Banjo details
abuse' sparked by
Diversity's BLM routine
 

Harry and Meghan
take parental leave from
their jobs after revealing
birth of daughter Lilibet
Diana - as it emerges
they told Queen her
great-grandchild would
be named after her
 

'Blimey, he looks
good!' Lenny Henry
impresses fans with his
trim figure as he
discusses how he used
comedy as 'a sword and
shield' in face of racial
abuse as a child
 

Emma Roberts puts on
a casual chic display in
a white shirt and light
blue cycling shorts as
she heads out for a
coffee run
 

Christy Turlington
shares sentimental
selfies to celebrate 18th
wedding anniversary
with husband Ed Burns
Sweet  

Lottie Moss leaves
little to the imagination
in a deeply plunging
black swimsuit as she
enjoys fun day out at
socially-distanced
music festival
 

'I will always love you,
my bro': EastEnders
star Max Bowden says
his 'heart is in bits' in
emotional tribute to his
late friend - as he
mourns his third death
in nine months
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Maya Jama shares
sizzling bikini snap and
reveals she's 'feeling
much better' after being
forced to pull out of the
BAFTA TV Awards with
food poisoning
 

BAFTA TV Awards
2021: Billie Piper wows
in tuxedo dress as she
hits the red carpet with
Jodie Comer, Michaela
Coel and Oti Mabuse
(while absent stars pop
up as HOLOGRAMS!)
 

'Beyond awkward!'
GMB viewers left
cringing over Richard
Madeley and Susanna
Reid's 'excruciating'
interview with family of
nudists
 

Olympic gymnast
Louis Smith beams as
he heads to radio
studios after winning
The Masked Dancer as
Carwash
 

'You won't be able to
shut your front door!'
Phillip Schofield makes
VERY crude joke about
This Morning's Dr Chris
taking 'M&S Viagra'
 

Charlotte Hawkins
says she is 'full of
admiration' for her GMB
co-star Kate Garraway
amid husband Derek
Draper's Covid battle
 

John Terry's wife Toni,
40, shows off her
enviable physique as
she poses in a plunging
bikini during family boat
day in Portugal
 

BAFTA TV Awards:
Helena Bonham Carter,
55, looks all partied out
as she heads home with
beau Rye Dag Holmboe,
33, after The Crown's
shock snub
 

Love Island's Belle
Hassan leaves little to
the imagination as she
goes braless in a VERY
daring cut-out mini
dress for a night of
partying 
 

Molly-Mae Hague
poses in zebra print
halterneck top after
'enduring explicit
chants about her sexual
preferences' at Tommy
Fury's boxing match
 

Amanda Holden puts
on a VERY leggy display
in a red floral wrap-front
dress as she arrives in
style at Global Radio
studios after returning
from Portugal
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Ashley Roberts looks
sexy in a purple mini
dress as she receives a
rose from a handsome
waiter while leaving her
Heart radio show 
 

'Sometimes it helps to
get a little dolled up':
Nicole Scherzinger
wears nothing but a
towel as she shares
snaps of herself getting
a makeover 
 

Molly-Mae Hague
'forced to endure vile
explicit chants about
her sexual preferences'
while supporting beau
Tommy Fury at his
boxing match
 

Christine McGuinness
leaves VERY little to the
imagination as she goes
topless and sunbathes
in black bikini bottoms
in her garden
 

Briana Jungwirth puts
on a sizzling display as
she shows off her pert
posterior while
sunbathing topless in
throwback holiday snap 
 

Billie Faiers sends
temperatures soaring as
she flaunts her
incredible physique in a
striped green bikini
while soaking up the
sun in Portugal  
 

Royal fans hail Prince
William and Kate
Middleton as 'class acts'
for taking the high road'
after they congratulate
Prince Harry and
Meghan Markle
 

Emily Ratajkowski
flashes her incredible
figure in a tiny bikini as
she cradles baby
Sylvester three months
after giving birth
 

Hypnotist Paul
McKenna reveals how
he's left his favourite
travel bag in his will to
Simon Cowell and
recalls the time he
forgot his underpants
on a work trip to NYC
 

Love Island's Arabella
Chi commands attention
as she flaunts her
slender pins in a beige
pleated mini skirt 
 

BAFTA TV Awards
2021: One Foot In The
Grave's Richard Wilson,
84, arrives in a tux and
trainers as he jokes he's
still waiting for his third
gong
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Shirley Ballas, 60,
giggles as her boyfriend
Danny Taylor, 47,
carries her down the
steps of the Clapham
Grand after her one-
woman show
 

Susanna Reid, 50,
looks radiant with
blonde highlights and
fake tan in 'filtered'
photo as she jokes her
new appearance is 'not
model's own'
 

'Hope to make you
proud': Vin Diesel pays
tribute to Paul Walker as
he shares emotional
throwback snap with his
late co-star on set of
Fast & Furious
 

Newly-single Chloe
Ferry says she is
planning a 'hot girl
summer' after splitting
from Hollyoaks' Owen
Warner
 

Googlebox's Ellie
Warner undergoes
another dramatic hair
transformation as she
shows off new purple
tresses on red carpet at
the BAFTA TV Awards
 

Lily Allen's daughter
Marnie, 8, is desperate
to read her book in
peace as her mum,
sister Ethel, 9, and
stepdad scream and
shout in the car
 

BAFTA TV Awards
2021: Catherine Zeta-
Jones, 51, puts on a
brave face and virtually
presents gong - hours
after paying tribute to
friend Mansour Ojjeh
 

AJ Pritchard and
Abbie Quinnen pack on
the PDA as they kiss
after showing their
support to his former
Strictly co-star Shirley
Ballas at event
 

BAFTA TV Awards:
Daisy May Cooper
SWEARS while
presenting Must See TV
Moment to as she
reflects on how she
'couldn't be a***d at
school'
 

Princess Diana's niece
Lady Amelia Spencer
and beau Greg Mallett
reveal they're making a
'difficult and emotional'
move to the UK from
South Africa - a year
after announcing their
engagement 
 

Congratulations to my
'dear cousins': Princess
Eugenie shares sweet
message to Harry and
Meghan on the birth of
baby Lilibet
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-9659539/Lily-Allens-daughter-Marnie-8-desperate-read-book-peace-hilarious-family-clip.html
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'I wish her and her
mother all my love and
best wishes': Meghan's
father Thomas Markle
welcomes the arrival of
his new granddaughter
Lilibet 
 

Lily James rocks
summery polka dot
blouse with beau
Michael Shuman in
West Hollywood... as
she takes break from
filming Pam & Tommy
 

Royal expert claims
Queen will be
'desperately unhappy' at
Harry and Meghan
naming their newborn
daughter Lilibet
 

Diversity's Ashley
Banjo condemns
'torrent of racist abuse'
over troupe's BLM
routine as it wins 'Must
See Moment' at Bafta TV
awards
 

Adam Levine and
Behati Prinsloo get flirty
in the ocean as they
steal away some alone
time during beach day
with their daughters in
Maui
 

BAFTA TV Awards
2021: Diversity's Ashley
Banjo leaves fans in
tears with moving
speech after winning
Must See Moment for
BLM-inspired routine
 

Pregnant Devon
Windsor shows off
blossoming baby bump
in series of bikini selfies
on Instagram
 

Jane Fonda, 83,
shares snaps of
strength training
session ahead of
pipeline protest in
Minnesota
 

'Baftas was so woke it
should be renamed the
Waftas!' Public blast
politically correct
ceremony - where
Diversity's BLM-themed
dance won 'Must-see'
 

CHRISTOPHER
STEVENS reviews the
weekend's TV: Prison
drama that turns tough
guy Sean Bean into Mr
Softie
r.
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BAFTA TV Awards
2021: Oti Mabuse puts
on a VERY leggy display
in a plunging white
gown as she stuns on
the red carpet
 

Lizzo looks radiant in a
pink crop top and green
leggings as she is
surprised by fitness
guru friend Shaun T in
sweet unearthed snaps
from her birthday 
 

Beyonce, 39, looks
incredible as she wows
in a tiny black PVC mini
dress and sparkly
bedazzled jacket for
new sizzling snaps
 

BAFTA TV Awards
2021: Stacey Dooley
goes braless for
afterparty in a tank top
while Ashley and
Jordan Banjo show off
Diversity's gong
 

BAFTA TV Awards
2021: 'This is like the
c**ppest episode of
Gogglebox': Steve
Pemberton swears
before watershed during
acceptance speech
 

BAFTA TV Awards
2021: I May Destroy
You's Michaela Coel
calls for intimacy
coordinators on sets to
stop actors being
'exploited' as she takes
home gongs
 

Chantel Jeffries looks
white-hot wearing a
string bikini on the
beach in Miami - before
watching the Floyd
Mayweather and Logan
Paul boxing match
 

Beyonce gleams in a
leather mini before a
Brooklyn Nets game
with Jay-Z... as mother
Tina Lawson shoots
down rumours she
suffers from anxiety
 

Amy Winehouse's best
friend Tyler James
claims star 'made secret
visits to Barbara
Windsor's house to
rehearse EastEnders
scripts'
 

Kay Burley returns to
Sky News for her first
show in SIX MONTHS
after being suspended
for her lockdown rule-
breaking birthday party 
 

Kris Jenner and Kyle
Richards KISS at the
valet stand... after
wining and dining
together at Nobu in
Malibu
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Kate Mara debuts
short platinum blonde
locks during a trip to a
park with her daughter
in LA
 

'OUR BOY!' Binky
Felstead gives birth to
her first child with Max
Darnton... sharing a
sweet snap with
her fiancé and their
newborn son in hospital
 

Jennifer Connelly is
every bit the doting
mother as she
embraces daughter on
shopping trip in NYC
 

Sophie Turner shows
off newly dyed red hair
on Instagram after
hinting in Pride month
post she's bisexual
 

General Hospital star
Kirsten Storms shares
update after brain
surgery after doctor
found 'a very large cyst'
 

Clarence Williams III of
The Mod Squad and
Purple Rain dies at 81
after a battle with colon
cancer
 

BAFTA TV Awards
2021 'They were
snubbed': The Crown
fans left shocked as
show fails to pick up
ANY gongs despite
dominating awards
season
 

Doctor Strange In The
Multiverse Of Madness
writer reveals Anthony
Bourdain and Harrison
Ford inspired Benedict
Cumberbatch's
character
 

Kaia Gerber has fun at
Disneyland with model
Stella Maxwell and Red
Hot Chili Peppers
frontman Anthony
Keidis
 

Little Mix 'team up with
Anne-Marie for her new
single after being in
talks about a
collaboration for years'
 

Is everything OK? Isla
Fisher wears one shoe
as she goes for a
romantic lunch in
Sydney with her
husband Sasha Baron
Cohen
 

Ellen DeGeneres enjoys
casual solo shopping
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trip in Montecito...
days after thrifty $2.9M
Santa Barbara
bungalow purchase
 

Harry and Meghan
named their daughter
Lilbet - Prince Philip's
pet name for the Queen
- in the week the Duke
of Edinburgh would
have turned 100 
 

'It takes the edge off':
Emily Blunt reveals she
and husband John
Krasinski used to drink
whisky after a day of
filming A Quiet Place II
 

Romeo Beckham and
girlfriend Mia Regan
spend loved-up
weekend camping on
the coast - as model
shares snaps of
boyfriend in their tent
 

Kourtney Kardashian
and Addison Rae show
off their unshakeable
connection as they lip
sync in matching
hoodies
 

Loki is declared
'gender-fluid' in new
teaser... after
character's non-binary
identity was confirmed
in 2014 comic 
 

BAFTA TV Awards
2021: Casualty beats
EastEnders and
Coronation Street to
WIN best soap... but the
jubilant cast are hit with
technical issues
 

Ed Sheeran,
Courteney Cox and
Elton John serenade
Lisa Kudrow with a
hilarious rendition of
Tiny Dancer from
Friends
 

BAFTA TV Awards
2021: Olly Alexander
graces the stage in a
bold mustard ensemble
as he kicks off the
ceremony with a stellar
performance
 

'My poor wife? She's
the luckiest woman in
Britain!' Piers Morgan
explodes at Today host
Allison Langdon as she
admits she feels sorry
for Celia Walden
 

'This is the After':  Aja
Naomi King reveals
she's welcomed first
child as she shows off
post-delivery body on
Instagram
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The Conjuring 3
scores biggest R-rated
opening of COVID-19
pandemic and first
place in weekend box
office as A Quiet Place II
drops to second
 

Kendall Jenner looks
ready for a workout as
she shares her
stunningly fit figure in a
sporty ensemble
 

Taylor Swift's
Evermore returns to No.
1 on Billboard 200
charts as she marks
biggest sales week of
2021
 

BAFTA TV Awards
2021: Stars including
Richard Blackwood are
beamed onto the red
carpet in unique
'hologram' form at
scaled-down ceremony
 

Esther Rantzen, 80,
reveals she loves
playing outside with her
five grandchildren after
moving to the
countryside during
lockdown
 

Piers Morgan says it's
'ironic' for Meghan and
Harry to use the
Queen's nickname for
their new daughter after
'trashing the royal
family and the
monarchy'
 

Sarah Jessica Parker
takes the day off to run
her flagship SJP shoe
store in Manhattan with
her daughter Tabitha
Broderick at her side
 

MVP! Zendaya shows
off her comedy chops
as she makes her debut
voicing Lola Bunny in a
30 For 30-style parody
for Space Jam: A New
Legacy
 

Smallville's Tom
Welling and wife
Jessica announce birth
of second son with
sweet Instagram photo
 

Chantel Jeffries puts
on a busty display as
she strikes a pose in
bikini top and white
satin ensemble in Miami
Beach
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-9658959/Zendaya-makes-debut-voicing-Lola-Bunny-Space-Jam-New-Legacy-preview.html
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Gwyneth Paltrow
poses topless to show
off $2,500 choker
necklace from her new
line of Goop jewelry...
after sharing her
piercing tradition with
daughter Apple
 

Lilibet will NOT be a
princess just like Archie
isn't a prince - a move
Meghan and Harry
incorrectly told Oprah
was because the 'rules
were changed' to
downgrade them 
 

You'll never guess
what Amber from
Clueless looks like now!
Elisa Donovan surfaces
on Australian television
26 years after starring in
the iconic '90s film
 

BAFTA TV Awards
2021: Line Of Duty's
Adrian Dunbar relaxes
on a sofa and Daisy May
Cooper poses with a big
bottle of Champagne in
fun behind-the-scenes
snaps
 

Colin Farrell makes
the most of his time in
Australia as he runs the
Brisbane Marathon
during a day off filming
Thirteen Lives
 

'I hope England lose in
the first round of the
Euros': Laurence Fox
slams 'millionaire woke
babies protesting
inequality on £200,000-
a-week' amid row over
fans booing footballers
 

Alec Baldwin and wife
Hilaria enjoy time on the
water in the Hamptons
with their kids
The famous couple was
seen with their kids on a
boat 

Ariel Winter cuts a
casual figure in a loose
black long sleeve and
matching joggers
after getting her nails
done in North
Hollywood
 

Jennifer Lopez looks
ab fab in cropped white
sweatshirt as she
arrives to her on-again
beau Ben Affleck's
place amid flourishing
romance
 

Porsha Williams' new
fiancé Simon Guobadia
shares security footage
of ex-wife Faylnn
arriving to their house
with her alleged lover
 

Jacqueline Jossa
continues to show off
her impressive weight
loss as she poses in a
bikini - before
discussing body image
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in refreshingly honest
Q&A with fans
 

Halsey drapes her
baby bump with a
vibrant tie-dye maternity
dress as she signs
autographs and
promotes her beauty
line about-face
 

Logan Paul vs
Mayweather: How to
watch the 'super
exhibition' match that
will see one of boxing's
all-time greats take on a
YouTube 'sensation'
 

Did Harry and Meghan
call baby girl 'Lilibet' in
bid to build bridges?
Couple use Prince
Philip's nickname for
the Queen as name for
second child
 

BAFTA TV Awards
2021: Ashley Banjo and
his brother Jordan look
dapper on the red
carpet before Diversity
win for Must See TV
Moment
 

Michelle Williams hits
a fashion high note in
mint green blazer and
drawstring trousers at
ESSENCE Festival of
Culture event
 

Rita Ora displays her
jaw-dropping figure in
lime green gown as she
poses for behind the
scenes snaps while
filming The Voice
Australia
 

'We're delighted at the
happy news': William,
Kate and family
'congratulate' Harry,
Meghan and Archie at
Lilibet's birth - after
Queen and Charles also
sent best wishes 
 

Jared Leto enjoys a
casual Sunday in NYC
as he steps out in white
t-shirt and purple track
pants
 

BAFTA TV nominee
Billie Piper wears just a
towel as she leads the
stars getting ready for
the ceremony with
behind the scenes clip
 

BAFTA TV AWARDS
2021: Michaela Coel
looks sensational as
she poses on the red
carpet in a flowing
backless gown with
statement cuff sleeves

Read moreRead more
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Jennifer Lawrence
strips away the glamour
as she portrays a war
vet suffering from brain
damage on the set of
Red, White And Water in
New Orleans
 

Zara McDermott
flaunts her ample
cleavage in a mint green
high-cut bikini as she
shares throwback
holiday snap
 

Diane Kruger puts on a
chic display in a vibrant
orange top and baker
boy hat as she steps
out in her native
Germany
 

Chanelle Hayes
showcases her SEVEN
STONE weight loss in
stunning before-and-
after snaps and says
losing weight has 'made
the heat enjoyable'
 

BAFTA TV Awards
2021: Strictly
champions Oti Mabuse
and Bill Bailey have a
blast as they reunite
backstage at star-
studded event
 

BAFTA TV Awards
2021: Vick Hope amps
up the glamour in a
backless black gown as
she begins her hosting
duties at the star-
studded event
 

Chloe Ferry hints
she's split from
Hollyoaks hunk Owen
Warner after 'learning
he was messaging a
glamour model begging
to go on a date'
 

A $6.5million mistake?
Margot Robbie and
husband Tom Ackerley
buy in same crime-
ridden LA
neighbourhood Paul
Hogan is desperate to
escape
 

Vanessa Bryant enjoys
fun-filled day exploring
Disneyland with her
family and a VERY leggy
Ciara
 

Will Meghan Markle
and Prince Harry's
daughter be British or
American? Lilibet 'Lili'
Diana Mountbatten-
Windsor is likely to
possess dual
citizenship
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Mollie King flaunts her
toned legs in tiny denim
shorts paired with a
white lace top as she
arrives for work at the
BBC
Wow 

Elsa Hosk looks
stylish in cutout dress
with trench coat on
Sunday stroll with baby
Tuulikki in Pasadena...
after sharing stunning
bikini snap featuring
child

Tale of two baby
announcements: How
Meghan and Harry
revealed arrival of
second child Lilibet
Diana on their
Archewell website
 

'I'm more than a Lilibet
excited to meet you!'
Ellen DeGeneres leads
Harry and Meghan's A-
List friends in
welcoming their
daughter into the world 
 

Lil Durk's brother OTF
DThang dies at 32 in
fatal shooting outside
of Chicago nightclub
Was found dead in the
wake of the shooting on
South Loomis Boulevard

Love Island's Jess and
Eve Gale send
temperatures soaring as
they showcase their
jaw-dropping figures in
sizzling swimsuit snap
 

It's all in the jeans!
Makeup free Naomi
Watts, 52, looks
incredibly youthful as
she wears a pair of tight
denim trousers to take
her beloved dog Izzy for
a walk in New York 
 

Sharon Stone gives an
emotional speech at
The AIDS Monument
groundbreaking in West
Hollywood: '44 million
people died on our
watch'
 

Where will Meghan
and Harry's new little
one go to class? From
a £20,000-a-year school
which says 'rigour and
joy go hand-in-hand' to
a Montessori nursery
like Prince George
 

The Crown's Emma
Corrin performs
hilarious dance routine
while enjoying lunch
with on-screen husband
Josh O'Connor
following BAFTA snub
 

Shia LaBeouf enjoys a
friendly bike ride with
ex-wife Mia Goth... one
year after rekindling
their relationship
Back together 
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BAFTA  TV Awards
2021: Zawe Ashton
catches the eye in
billowing pink gown
with psychedelic print
as she makes a
memorable arrival on
the red carpet
 

'She's wanted this for
years!' Elizabeth
Hurley's two-year-old
black cocker spaniel
Ava 'gives birth to a
litter of puppies'
 

BAFTA TV Awards
2021: Stacey Dooley
displays her endless
pins in a sexy LBD as
she arrives for hosting
duties on the red carpet
 

Santa Barbara hospital
where Meghan Markle
gave birth to her and
Harry's new daughter
Lilibet Diana is a not-
for-profit foundation set
up in 1888
 

BAFTA TV Awards
2021: AJ Odudu stuns
in a feathered gown and
diamond choker as she
takes to the red carpet
at the ceremony
 

Thomas Markle AND
Prince Charles are
'unlikely to meet their
new granddaughter for
some time', claims royal
expert following the
birth of Meghan and
Harry's daughter Lilibet
 

The one lesson I've
learned from
life: Strictly dancer
Katya Jones says it's
worth spending time on
yourself 
 

Penny Lancaster, 50,
puts on a leggy display
as she and husband
Rod Stewart, 76, enjoy a
night out with rocker
Ronnie Wood, 74 and
his wife Sally, 43
 

'I had some of that
posh raw tuna s**t!'
Maya Jama PULLS OUT
of presenting at the
BAFTA TV Awards
because she's fallen ill
 

Machine Gun Kelly
lovingly wraps his arms
around Megan Fox while
watching a graduation
ceremony in LA
PDA 

BAFTA TV Awards
2021: Billie Piper turns
heads in a thigh-
skimming black sequin
dress complete with
dramatic pink train
 

Today's headlines Most Read
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PC Wayne Couzens, 48, pleads guilty to
kidnap and rape of Sarah Everard and
'accepts responsibility for her...
The day the internet broke: Hundreds of
websites worldwide go DOWN - with UK
government, Spotify, Netflix...

More than half of pub staff were STILL on
furlough in May - despite a THIRD of bars
and restaurants saying...
Louise Minchin to quit BBC Breakfast after
nearly 20 years: Host tells viewers she's
'decided to stop...

A Place In The Sun's Laura Hamilton
reveals she has been rushed to hospital
after having a reaction to her...
NHS Covid vaccine booking website glitch
wrongly tells 25 to 29-year-olds they are NOT
eligible for jabs...

When did Wisden go woke? Fans hit out
at 'Cricket's Bible' for trawling through old
Twitter feeds of young...
Obama says his daughters think cancel
culture goes too far among their friends and
on college campuses as he...

Is no teenage sin to be pardoned by the
new inquisition? As cricketer Ollie
Robinson is suspended for racist...
We are NOT racist, say England fans:
Supporters blasted over booing of footballers
for taking the knee say...

DAN WOOTTON: Was this the weekend
Britain's cultural and sports elites reached
peak Woke... or is the worst...
'You don't know anything about me!': BBC
Radio 4 host Justin Webb in furious clash
with Pink News CEO who...

Ford Escort that Prince Charles gave to
Princess Diana as an engagement present
reappears after 20 years of...
Meghan Markle's first book fails to top the
bestseller list: The Bench doesn't make the
top 200 on Amazon UK...

Did Boris Johnson lose his sense of taste
after Covid battle? PM praises recipe book
for people with Long...
Ben Wallace and Gavin Williamson face
Commons seats being axed in major
overhaul of boundaries as Red Wall...

Keir Starmer's ratings plunge to same low
as JEREMY CORBYN as Tories gloat that
'woke wars' are 'playing...
Are YOUR summer clothes making you look
cheap? Elegance coach reveals the 10 items
every woman should avoid...

Fake encrypted app cooked up over beers
by Aussie cops and the FBI leads to
global sting that has smashed...
Late-night emails from the boss could soon
be easier to ignore! iPhones will MUTE work
emails out of the...

Burger King delights fans with launch of
HALLOUMI fries - but they're not strictly
vegetarian because...
Provocative new novel by We Need to Talk
about Kevin author Lionel Shriver tackles
geriatric suicide pacts -...

Clever cuts to cure YOUR common hair
woes: Celebrity hairdresser reveals the
simple tricks he uses to...
Bridezilla turns on wedding guest who
stepped in to sing when the band cancelled
last-minute - saying she...

'I retract!': Sinéad O'Connor, 54,
announces she's NOT retiring a day after
saying she was... as the singer...
The US Secret Service storms the beaches
of Cornwall: Airbase is turned into a huge RV
camp and Osprey...

Tory MPs turn the screw on Boris over
foreign aid cut with emergency debate
after Speaker Lindsay Hoyle...
Iron Age chickens died of old age because
they were seen as sacred and not food, study
reveals
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From lesbian poetry by 12th century nuns
to 'molly houses' where gay men dressed
as women in the 1720s......
NO witnesses have come forward from party
where BLM activist Sasha Johnson was shot
'in gang crossfire' - as...

Apple's new 'Private Relay' feature
designed to mask users' internet
browsing WON'T be available in China,...
McDonald's delights fans by launching a
WEEK of deals from tomorrow - including 99p
Quarter Pounders and...

Spain opens its borders to all vaccinated
travellers as it tries to salvage its tourism
industry while still...
Covid deaths in England and Wales plunge to
lowest level since BEFORE first lockdown
last spring with just...

Brazilian experts fear third wave of Covid-
19 as winter approaches with just 11% of
people fully vaccinated...
So what rules WILL we have to follow? As
ministers prepare to make a call on whether
to stick to the...

Editor of The Lancet refuses to reveal if he
still supports notorious letter he
published trashing Chinese...
'What's the point of vaccinations if we have to
quarantine?' Fed up Brits reveal they've lost
up to £4,000...

Freedom day 'is set to be delayed a
fortnight' as ministers say they 'rule
nothing out' after 'downbeat'...
Restless legs syndrome is a sleep wrecking
nightmare: More than two million Britons
suffer from it - so why...

Three-month-old baby girl mauled to
death by pet terrier was discovered by her
aunt who went to check on her...
Isn't this the Lilibet that Harry made out to be
a lousy mother? SARAH VINE asks if the
Sussexes are paying...

Harry wanted to name daughter after the
Queen even before he met Meghan - and
had discussed the idea with...
New arrival Lilibet could be a 'Band-Aid baby'
who helps to return the royal family to
normality after a...

Meghan and Harry's decision to name
their baby after the Queen is royal
tradition, says PROFESOR KATE...
Queen has offered olive branch to Prince
Harry following the birth of his daughter
Lilibet with an...

Never mix business with pleasure!
Hilarious snaps reveal VERY
presumptuous personal messages from
LinkedIn...
Secret report by respected US government
laboratory concluded in May last year that it
WAS plausible...

Doctor breaks down as he describes
being a 'conduit for love' for dying
patients and separated families to...
Heading abroad will be 'challenging': Matt
Hancock warns of difficulties in reopening full
international...
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